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Package name: com.facebook.lite Version: 231.0.0.5.122 (264429328) File size: 1.5 MB Updated: December 31, 2020 Minimum Android version: Android 4.0.3 (Ice Cream Sandwich, API 15) Screen DPI: nodpi Architecture: armeabi-v7a MD5: fdb430540bb1a1f6eadc6864fd66c828 SHA1: b5fc27603bb79ee6338a91469846107e87b65df6 Improvements for Reliability and Reliability Facebook Lite latest APK
230.0.0.4.121 (263384594) is a little version of Facebook working smoothly with low-end phones, regardless of the data connection speed. This slimming program is designed for the whole world, especially the developing countries when Internet connection is still barely available. The size of FB Lite is below 1MB, with fairly 2.80 space in the device. Lite doesn't preload photos like conventional Facebook.
The app downloads the photo in low resolution to show, until the photos are typed, it will automatically download the higher resolution. Facebook Lite File Information Last updated: December 24, 2020 Developer: Facebook Version: 230.0.0.4.121 (263384594) Requirement: Android 2.3 and up File Size: 1.7 MB Uploaded: December 24, 2020 at 10:56AM GMT+07 MD5: 18a56de5c732615a771ab8245a63f1
SHA1: a1ab5317f3e465e58f0d8a6d0dc619193eced67b Available on Google Play: Installing from Google Play Facebook Lite app review Facebook Lite for Android appears to be a familiar and intuitive because it's a redesigned app. The features that have plummeted with it aren't much more different from the conventional app. Instead of have a floating button on the right, this information moved the status
post bar to the top end of the app. The layout shows a different design, but the order of the basic tabs to type is still the same; News feed, friends requests, messages, notifications, search, and options. The text and buttons are generally greater on this information. It's meant to give the same advanced experience on the phones with low resolution screens. On the notification pane, profile photos are not
shown on FB Lite. Instead, it goes for small and low resolution image to inform the users if their posts are commented on, liked or redacted by friends. The designed look is really semi-modern shown by the gray background, combined with blue and white dominating the interface. The absence of the boundary that places between a notification bar and the sides of the screen is what makes this information
overcome a little in the eyes. FB Lite has the built-in message feature. There is no power to download the separate app to continue using the message feature on it. To be fair, Lite message feature isn't as interesting as Messenger because it doesn't include message bubbles, timestamps and read receipts. Pros: It's quick to install. This is the space-saving program. This information is efficient with data. It
provides better connectivity with poor networks. The interface design needs extra improvement. How to use When you open it for the first time, there will be two options: Sign in or sign in. To. an account will take under five minutes, so will the sign-up. There are no special requirements since it only asks you for basic information such as email or phone numbers. You must confirm the activation on the email
you are importing or by the code that the developers send you. After the registration is done, you can choose what you want to do on News Feed, Friends Requests, Messages, Notifications, Search, and Options. If you want to place a status, click the box under the Feature Pane. Make it with the photos, highlighted friends, specific activities and feelings. The logout button is available under option function.
ChangeLog Improvements for Reliability and Speed. An official Facebook messaging client that has a whole lot lighter a faster browser for your Android device The world's top photo app - now on Android SHAREit - Connect &amp; Transfer Send your files quickly and easily Instant Messages with all your friends Chat with all your contact – quick and easy The official Facebook Messenger App All the best
free apps you like on your Android Facebook lite are specially designed for Android Gingerbread 2.3 or higher users, Facebook Lite uses less data and works in 2G, 3G, 4G all network conditions. Facebook Lite: • Install fast – the app is smaller, so it's quick to download and use less storage. • Very fast – this is our fastest app. Upload photos faster and see updates from friends. • Use less data - be more
efficient with your mobile data. Save money using less data. • Work on all networks – it is designed for 2G networks and areas with slow or unstable Internet connections. • Work on most Android phones – you can use them on almost any type of Android phone, new or old. For the full Facebook app, install Facebook for Android: with friends is faster than ever. Facebook is free and always will be. About
Facebook: • Message friends and have group conversations • Get notifications when friends like and comment on your posts • See which friends are up to • Share updates and photosNow you can get early access to the next version of Facebook Lite by behaving a beta teeter. Sign up here: How download or install the app? See More Help? Please tell us more about the issue: is only available to people
ages 13 and over. Terms of Http://m.facebook.com/terms.php: Facebook Lite conceited wenler Daten und ist mit allen Netzwerkbedingungen compatimable. Hilfe · Nutzungsbedingungen &amp; RichtlinienFacebook Inc. APKCombo Apps Social Facebook Lite 234.0.0.5.118 · Facebook Jan 17, 2021 (1 week ago) This version of Facebook uses less data and works in all networking conditions. Keeping up
with friends is faster and easier than with the Facebook Lite app! Use Facebook Lite as a friends app to connect and keep track of your social network. The Lite app is small, allowing you to save space on your phone and use Facebook in 2G conditions. Many of Facebook's classic features are available on the app, such as sharing to a timeline, holding photos, searching for people and editing your profile
and groups. Specific features include: • Find friends and family • Post status updates and use Facebook emoji to help relay what's going on in your world • Share photos and your favorite memes • Get notified when friends like and comment on your posts • Find local social events, RSVP, and make plans to meet with friends • Interact with your friends by adding your own comments or reactions to their
Facebook posts • Save photos by adding them to photo albums • Follow people to get their latest news • Check on local businesses to see reviews, operation hours and photos • Buy and sell locally on Facebook Marketplace The Facebook app does more than help you connect with your friends and interests It's also your personal organizer to store, save, and share photos. It's easy to share photos directly
from your Android camera, and you have full control over your photos and privacy settings. You can choose when to keep individual photos private or even set up a secret photo album to control who sees it. Facebook Lite also helps you keep up with the latest news and current events around the world. Subscribe to your favorite celebrities, brands, websites, artists or sports teams to follow their News
Feeds from the comfort of your Facebook Lite app! Problems downloading or installing the app? See More Help? Please tell us more about the issue: we are only available to people aged 13 and over. Terms of Service: E- We see lite-android-support@fb.com see more See more
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